T-Town Sheds and Supply, LLC
www.ttownsheds.com

100 Dymond Terrace, Tunkhannock, PA 18657
570-836-5686

Price List 2015
Bostitch Air Nailers/Compressors

The following items are NOT stock items. However, we can have them at our shop
usually within 1 - 2 Business Days. Please call if you have any questions.

Prices are subject to change whithout notice.
Photo

Description

Model #

Price

MCN150

$229.45

MCN250

$346.40

DA1564K

$169.45

BT1855K

$100.30

N66BC-1

$328.95

RN46-1

$242.35

Bostitch 1 1/2" Metal Connector Nailer
•Compact design fits between 12" O.C. joists
•Low nail lockout prevents dry fires
•Exclusive safety system prevents misfires
•Exposed nail tip design fires in the hole for faster, more precise nailing
•Drives 1-1/2" paper tape collated metal connector nails (.131" - .148" diameter)

Bostitch 2 1/2" Metal Connector Nailer Strapshot
•Exposed nail tip places fastener point directly into connector holes for a faster, more precise application
•In-line magazine offers improved balance for added maneuverability
•Adjustable rafter hook allows user to hang tool on rafters and joists
•Exclusive nail management feature helps to prevent jamming (patent pending)
•Drives 1-1/2" and 2-1/2" STRAPSHOT™ fasteners as well as other paper tape collated metal connector
nails

Bostitch 15GA DA Finish Nailer
•LED work light
•Selectable trigger with safety lock-out
•Oil-free operation, rear trip design for clear line-of-sight and dial-a-depth adjustment for precise fastener
placement

Bostitch 18GA Brad Nailer 2 1/8"
•Oil-free operation requires no regular maintenance and eliminates the risk of oil stains
•Selectable trigger system converts from sequential to contact operation
•Low nail lockout prevents dry firing
•Swivel air fitting with internal filter improves maneuverability
•Ultra-quiet rear exhaust with muffler directs air away from the user
•Reversible belt hook with integrated pencil sharpener
•Dial-A-Depth™ control for precise countersinking
•Lightweight magnesium design for added durability
•Includes: 1/4" swivel fitting, (1,000) 2" brads, carrying case, hex wrench, and belt hook

Bostitch Cap Nailer
•Tool-free “Dial-A-Depth” adjustment sets nails to desired depths quickly and conveniently
•Lightweight magnesium design for added durability
•Quick-load magazine feature provides fast and easy loading of caps and nails
•Tool-free adjustable exhaust conveniently directs exhaust away from the user

Bostitch Coil Roofing Nailer
•Lightweight magnesium housing for job site durability
•Aggressive wear guards and skid resistant pads
•Carbide Inserts in tip for long life
•Dry-fire lockout; Does not fire when empty
•Patented single action side load canister
•410 in-lbs. of driving energy for the hardest of applications
•Quick-set adjustable depth control for consistent nail drives
•Over molded grip for comfortable use
•Shingle guide that requires no tools to adjust for fast layouts
•Full round driver for more consistent drive quality
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Model #

Price

N75C-1

$302.40

N66C-1

$302.40

N89C-1

$287.15

438S2R-1

$441.20

LPF28WW

$225.35

LPF21PL

$225.35

F33PT

$230.20

F21PL

$230.20

Bostitch Coil Sheathing Nailer
•Perfect for high-volume nailing of wall and roof sheathing
•Drives 15° wire weld collated and plastic inserted nails with shank diameters of .090" - .131"
•Lightweight aluminum design for added durability
•Adjustable depth guide sets nails to desired depths quickly and conveniently

Bostitch Coil Siding Nailer
•Lightweight aluminum housing for jobsite durability
•Adjustable depth of drive for precise countersink control
•Accepts wire welded and plastic inserted coil nails
•Soft rubber foot helps prevent damage to softer woods
•Adjustable exhaust directs air away from the user

Bostitch Industrial Hi Power Coil Framing Nailer
•Lightweight magnesium design for added durability
•Patented push button adjustable depth guide sets nail to desired depths quickly and conveniently
•Coil magazine holds up to 300 nails for high production applications

Bostitch Industrial Jam-Free Roofing Stapler
•Lightweight, durable aluminum frame
•Patented Jam-Free magazine
•Power control valve adjusts power by 30%
•Molded rubber comfort grip designed to last longer
•Reduced height for stapling in tight areas
•Adjustable depth control prevents over penetration of staple
•Rear exhaust conveniently directs exhaust away from user and work surface
•High capacity, top load magazine decreases reload time
•Carbide trip contact surface
•Hardened steel nose with carbide inserts resists wear

Bostitch Low Profile Framing Nailer
•Low profile for nailing in-between rafters and tight spaces
•Tool-free selectable trigger allows for single-drive or multi-drive with a flip of a switch
•Tool-free depth of drive adjustment designed for the precision of sinking fasteners
•Adjustable rafter hook designed so end-user can have an extra hand free when needed

Bostitch Low-Profile Plastic Collated Framing Nailer
•Low profile design for getting in between rafters & tight spaces
•Tool-free selectable trigger allows for single drive or multi drive mode with the flip of a switch
•840 in lbs of power drives 3-1/4" x .120 nails into lvl beam at 100 PSI
•Tool-free depth of drive adjustment designed for precise sinking of fasteners
•Adjustable rafter hook & last nail retention magnet

Bostitch Paper Collated Framing System
•Two nailers in one: includes two quick change nosepieces to convert tool to either framing or metal
connector applications
•Includes factory installed sequential trigger and exclusive Smart Trigger
•Patented push button adjustable depth guide sets nails to desired depths
•Lightweight magnesium design for added durability
•Drives 1-1/2" STRAPSHOT™ fasteners as well as all other 1-1/2" and 2-1/2" metal connector nails (.131" .162" diameter)

Bostitch Plastic Collated Framing System
•Includes factory installed sequential trigger and exclusive Smart Trigger
•Patented push button adjustable depth guide sets nails to desired depths
•Lightweight magnesium design for added durability
•Drives plastic collated 1-1/2" and 2-1/2" metal connector nails (.131" - .148" diameter)
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Description

Model #

Price

BTFP71917

$166.90

MCN250S

$346.40

N80CB-1

$284.10

F28WW

$225.35

BTFP02011

$195.40

BTFP01012

$177.90

S16D131-FH

$45.19

Bostitch Smart Point 2 1/2" 16GA Finish Nailer
•Easy nail placement through small nose footprint
•Oil-free operation - eliminated rish of oil stains
•Tool-free jam release mechanism for ease of nail removal
•Dial-A-Depth control for precise countersinking of fasteners
•Swivel air fitting, Internal air filter, Rear exhaust, Belt hook, Integrated pencil sharpener

Bostitch Strapshot Metal Connector Nailer
•Exposed nail tip places fastener point directly into connector holes for a faster, more precise application
•Adjustable rafter hook allows user to hang tool on rafters and joints
•In-line magazine offers improved balance for added maneuverability
•Exclusive nail management feature helps to prevents jamming (patent pending)
•Drives 1-1/2" and 2-1/2" STRAPSHOT™ fasteners as well as other paper tape collated metal connector
nails
•Use short magazine

Bostitch Utility Coil Nailer
•Coil magazine holds up to 300 nails for high production applications
•Quick-open composite canisters survives falls
•Aggressive toe-nailing teeth grip lumber for slip-free nailing

Bostitch Wire Collated Framing Nailer
•Patented push button adjustable depth guide sets nail to desired depths quickly and conveniently
•Includes factory installed sequential trigger and exclusive Smart Trigger
•Notched 16" layout indicator on magazine helps achieve correct distance between studs in a matter of
seconds
•Lightweight magnesium design for added durability

Bostitch 6 Gallon 150PSI Pro Grade Pancake Compressor
•6.5 Gal/ 2.6 SDFM, high efficiency 33lb compressor
•Low noise only 80dBA for a quiet work environment
•Two universal couplers on removable console with cord wrap

Bostitch Trim Air Compressor
•2.5 gallon suitcase style compressor. 2.0 SCFM delivered at 90 psi, 150 max psi enables many nails to be
fired with quick recovery
•Durable oil free pump provides extended maintenance free operation
•Low 82 dba allows for quiet operation. Roll cage and control panel provide protection to key compressor
components
•Bostitch high efficiency/low amp motor for easy start up in cold weather or extension cord application (12
ga 50' (15.2 m) or less). Lightweight (32 lbs), thin (12") and compact design is easy to carry and store
•Can be run in either vertical (higher pick-up) or horizontal position (low CG)
•Ball valve drain allows for quick and thorough tank draining
•Two quick couplers to easily support 2 nailers. Bostitch high flow regulator and couplers to maximize nailer
performance

The following items are typically in stock at our shop.
Bostitch 16D 3-1/2" PLN Full Head Wire Weld Stick Framing Nail 2M
•28° wire collated stick framing nail
•For use in Bostitch N80SB, N88WWB, N16, N80s, N85S, N86S (6D-16D), N70S (6D-10D), N100S (6D-20D),
and N88WW
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S8DGAL-FH

$45.39

PT-MC13115-1M

$31.79

PT-MC13115G-1M

$40.25

S12DSGAL-FH

$63.25

S8DRGAL-FH

$46.85

S8DR-FH

$28.85

S8D-FH

$24.90

Bostitch 8D 2-1/2" Thk Ct Galv PL Shank Nails 2M
1•28° wire collated stick framing nail
•For use in Bostitch N80SB, N88WWB, N16, N80s, N85S, N86S (6D-16D), N70S (6D-10D), N100S (6D-20D),
and N88WW

Bostitich 1.5 x .131 PT MCN Nail 1M
•Paper tape collated metal connector nails
•Used on Gun F33PT

Bostitch 1.5 X .131 PT MCN NAIL GAL 1M
•Full Round Head - Identified
•Bend yield = 100,000 PSI
•For Metal Connector Applications

Bostitch 12D 3-1/4" .120 THK CT GALV SCREW SHANK NAILS 2M
•28° wire collated stick framing nail
•For use in Bostitch N80SB, N88WWB, N16, N80s, N85S, N86S (6D-16D), N70S (6D-10D), N100S (6D-20D),
and N88WW

Bostitch 8D 2-3/8" THK CT RING SHANK GALV STICK NAILS 2M
•28° wire collated stick framing nail
•For use in Bostitch N80SB, N88WWB, N16, N80s, N85S, N86S (6D-16D), N70S (6D-10D), N100S (6D-20D),
and N88WW

Bostitch 8D 2-3/8" RING FULL HEAD WIRE WELD STICK FRAMING NAIL 2M
•28° wire collated stick framing nail
•For use in Bostitch N80SB, N88WWB, N16, N80s, N85S, N86S (6D-16D), N70S (6D-10D), N100S (6D-20D),
and N88WW

Bostitch 8D 2-1/2" PLN FULL HEAD WIRE WELD STICK FRAMING NAIL 2M
•28° wire collated stick framing nail
•For use in Bostitch N80SB, N88WWB, N16, N80s, N85S, N86S (6D-16D), N70S (6D-10D), N100S (6D-20D),
and N88WW

